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To the countless patriots who

focused their technical ener-

gies while serving our

country. Hopefully this book

will inspire a cascade of books

that spotlight their experi-

ences.
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118 One Desert Jet Turner

The Boss marches towards his pair of crew chiefs while his wingmen continue

marching before making their own right-face maneuvers as they arrive at

their respective aircraft. When the Boss approaches to within one step of the

crew chiefs, they will spring to attention and simultaneously salute. Scenes

such as this one photographed during a 1980 T -38 launch sequence inspired

the author to pursue a Thunderbird position. (Nellis AFB, NV)

(Pilots from foreground to background; Commander/Leader (#1) – the late Lt. Col. D. L. Smith,

Left Wing (#2) - Capt. Jim Jiggens, Right Wing (#3) - Major Jim Latham, Slot (#4) - Captain Dale

Cooke, Lead Solo (#5) – Captain R. D. Evans, and Second Solo (#6) – Captain Sonny Childers.

Crew Chiefs from right to left; Crew Chief (#1) - SSgt. Fred Simone, Assistant Crew Chief (#1) –

Sgt. Jim Hazzard.)
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Next Quest: The Thunderbirds

ew York City, where I grew up, is

the home of a lot of stuff—but

not the home of the Thunderbirds.

Despite the entertainment options

available within this city, the Thun-

derbirds created a lot of excitement

when they came to town. Now you’re

probably expecting a story that de-

scribes my decision to become a

Thunderbird soon after watching the

Team
77

perform at Coney Island. You

know, if I had seen them, I probably

would have. But I never had the

pleasure.

I did watch “jet” movies on TV,

however. Most of my young exposure

to the world was gained through a

combination of television and books.

Even though New York City offers a

wealth of cultural and entertainment

opportunities, I seldom had the op-

portunity to take advantage of them.

In fact, if one of my neighbors

hadn't taken me to Brooklyn to join a

football team, I'm not sure I would

have obtained any nonschool experi-

ence. Experience like this exposed me

to another concept—working with

other people. I'm sure it also helped

me figure out what I wanted to be-

come. This Brooklyn football

experience was an important turning

point in my life.

77 From this point forward, I’ll capi-

talize “Team” as a substitute for

spelling out “Thunderbirds.”

Another turning point was my

experience as a Thunderbird candi-

date. Not long after arriving at Nellis,

some other newcomers and I were

given a tour of the Thunderbirds’ fa-

cility. To introduce us to the

Thunderbirds, we were shown a

movie that was a collage of airshow

footage and behind-the-scenes views

of the Team sweating hard to make

sure the show went on.

It was apparent that they were

a focused, committed bunch. Their

conviction and privilege to operate on

the cutting edge of performance be-

fore millions of onlookers impressed

me. I envied their position, and be-

came hooked and determined to

become a Thunderbird.

Senior Master Sergeant Dan

Newton, the highest-ranking enlisted

person in my first Nellis workplace,

was an ex-Thunderbird. I could see

from the respect that he commanded

that Thunderbird experience did

wonders for one’s career. Unfortu-

nately, there were several layers of

management between him and me. To

acquire the skills that would help me

develop into Thunderbird material, I

had to be satisfied with watching him

from afar.

Watching from a distance gave

me the wrong impression. I chose to

display exceptional military bearing

and to perform my duties in a man-

ner as near to perfect as possible. I

assumed people would notice these

N
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120 One Desert Jet Turner

qualities, which would someday help

me qualify to become a Thunderbird.

But there was a lot more to

being a Thunderbird than what I per-

ceived in SMSgt. Newton.

Unfortunately, I would only learn of

these additional requirements after

visiting the Team as a “no-patcher.”

I’ll elaborate later.

To Thunderbird or Not to

Thunderbird

Even though I had earned “9” ratings

on two prior Airman Performance Re-

ports, I had a gut feeling my next

wouldn’t be as good. I needed to move

to another environment to refresh my

attitude. One Friday, I decided to

spend my lunch hour at the Thun-

derbird hangar to learn more about

what it was like in the Thunderbird

environment, and to ask about the

application process. I walked into the

hangar. No one was around. After

about ten minutes, a major informed

me that the staff was attending a

ceremony, which would be over

shortly.

A door opened and a bunch of

blue-suiters started piling out of a

room referred to as the Perch by

Thunderbirds. When I walked into the

Thunderbird hangar ten minutes ear-

lier, I felt how a person from a

conservative religion might feel when

he ventured into the church of a cult

for the first time—uncomfortable. As

if the hangar wasn't intimidating

enough, being surrounded by these

strangers made me feel even more

awkward.

I blurted to one Team member

who was about to walk past me,

“Are you a crew chief?”

“Yes,” he responded.

I could see he thought my technique

was less than smooth. I told him I

was interested in talking to a crew

chief about joining the Team. He in-

vited me to follow him into another

area, which was a combination tool

and ready room.

The crew chief, Technical Ser-

geant Dwight Roberts, first counseled

that I should have first introduced

myself, and then asked for advice

about joining the Team. I acknowl-

edged that I was impolite. Then I

asked him to describe his duties, and

what it was like to be the crew chief

on the number one aircraft. TSgt.

Roberts’s commander/leader had

died only a few months earlier in a

flight incident.78 He was flying back

seat in Lieutenant Colonel D.L.

Smith’s plane when a formation of

birds passed in their flight path,

shortly after takeoff. The engines lost

sufficient power to maintain flight,

forcing the pilot and crew chief to bail

out. The crew chief's ejection was

successful, but the com-

mander/leader was killed when his

parachute failed to open.

Teamwork, the number one

crew chief said, was a big part of the

Team’s success. He added that the

travel could be taxing on a family

during the show season. As he con-

tinued, other Thunderbirds milled in

and out of the ready room, picking up

“ditty bags” and toolboxes. Even

though I had been talking to a

friendly Thunderbird for about fifteen

minutes, I felt uncomfortable.

78 He was obviously a knowledgeable

source of Thunderbird information

and would have a unique perspective.
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Next Quest: The Thunderbirds 121

In a strange way, many Thun-

derbirds seemed defensive around

non-Team members. I think their atti-

tudes were the result of the fish-bowl

environment they lived in, coupled

with the intermittent ridicule they

had to tolerate while walking in small

groups on Nellis. Ridicule, I’m sure

from people who were jealous of the

status of the Thunderbirds. Jim

Latham, the commander/leader I

would later serve under, called the

Thunderbirds’ critics “lightweights

who can’t hack our program.”

Crew chief Roberts escorted me

outside to watch a practice show

launch. The jets were ready. As the

pilots streamed out to the flight line,

TSgt. Roberts called out to Major

Norman Lowry, the new com-

mander/leader, and pointed to me,

“Boss! F-16 experience!”

Maj. Lowry responded with an under-

standing nod and said, “We need F-

16 experience!”

The enlisted members of the launch

crew then began walking up to the

pilots who had just arrived on the

flight line to begin a greeting ritual I’ll

never forget. Each enlisted member

approached to within two feet of the

pilot and rendered a rigid salute. The

pair then shared a sideways low-five,

followed by an informal, somewhat

familiar handshake while saying

something that seemed friendly or

humorous. That greeting pair then

separated, and the ritual was re-

peated with a new officer-enlisted

couple.

I had always been disap-

pointed that there was not more

respect shown by pilots towards their

maintenance and support people.

This fellowship I was witnessing ad-

dressed that shortcoming and was an

aspect of the Team that had attracted

me in the first place.

It was apparent during this

short visit that this was a special fra-

ternity. These men and women

respected one another, worked hard,

played hard, and “showed” hard. The

Thunderbirds were an ethic. They

were patriotism personified.

The greeting ritual over, the

maintenance crews assumed posi-

tions at their respective aircraft, and

the six pilots formed to march in for-

mation to theirs. All necessary people

and equipment were in position. The

lightheartedness was over; the con-

centration was on; the show was

about to begin.

I’m sincere when I say that a

Thunderbird show launch is one of

the most attention-holding ballets I’ve

ever seen. I emphasize ballet, because

as in classical ballet, every move

seemed finely coordinated, using tim-

ing, eye contact, and other forms of

nonverbal communication. If you’ve

never been to a Thunderbird airshow,

go. And be sure to watch mainte-

nance launch the aircraft. I find it

just as impressive as the aerial por-

tion of the show—especially the first

time I saw it. I was mesmerized. The

launch that I performed in the “regu-

lar” Air Force paled in comparison.
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Airborne Transition

y classmates and I were sub-

jected to considerable pressure

during the October through December

Fixed-Wing Aircraft Performance

course at Altus AFB in Oklahoma. I

remember one night, about 12:30

a.m., I panicked while trying to solve

some performance homework prob-

lems. I woke my wife Karen to share

my fear, hoping her consciousness

would give me strength.

“I don’t think I am catching on to a

problem and it’s already late,” I said.

She gladly rose to give me some sup-

port. With her eyes still squinting, she

came to the kitchen table where I had

been working and said, “Okay, Earl,

show me how to do it and then I’ll

show you how to do it.”

Karen didn’t pause to rephrase that

or anything. She just looked up at me

with an expectancy that seemed to

say, “Let’s go.”

Her statement elevated my

sense of humor and boosted my con-

fidence. Karen impressed me by

jumping in with both feet. In contrast

to my fears, her can-do attitude made

me feel like a sissy who was giving up

too easily. Within thirty minutes, I did

figure out how to make that perform-

ance calculation. All I needed was

encouragement and the right attitude.

During most of the difficulties I’ve

experienced in life, encouragement

and the right attitude were all I

needed to overcome obstacles in my

path.

The Fixed-Wing Aircraft Per-

formance Course, sometimes called

BFE (Basic Flight Engineer Course),

was an intensive program. Students

drew on their strengths and character

to make it through. Mom had turned

me on to reading, and her contribu-

tion had a significant impact on my

future because on each weekly exam,

reading comprehension comprised 20

percent of the score. Since the pass-

ing grade on these tests was 75

percent, getting these questions cor-

rect was critical.

A student could only flunk one

exam. Flunking a second exam would

result in elimination from the pro-

gram. On one exam, I had a close

call, needing to get all the reading

comprehension questions correct to

pass. Passing the course’s require-

ments in the top 50 percent of the

class was one of the most important

achievements in my Air Force career.

It gave my ego essential reinforce-

ment.

“Rpm, Fuel Flow, Ignition”

Making the transition from crew chief

to flight engineer was an important

experience in my personal and pro-

fessional life. The associated training

expanded my bank of knowledge like

no other experience has, or ever will.

M 
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178 One Desert Jet Turner

Flying an aircraft and understanding

how its various systems function from

an aviator’s perspective is so techni-

cal it’s almost too technical. I had

taken systems knowledge associated

with my crew chief job seriously. But

as a flight engineer, systems knowl-

edge took on heightened value. After

all, I’d soon be flying aboard the ai r-

plane—not just maintaining it in peak

condition for another professional to

fly.

There was also an attitudinal

shift in this career field. I discovered

that flight engineers had large egos

and were well reinforced and com-

pensated. They tended to treat their

subordinates well because of their

own positive experience. Environment

wise, it was like progressing from the

hospital-orderly staff to the physi-

cian-assistant staff. The caliber of

people I was about to join was unlike

any other I’d previously interacted

with.

I Thought This Was

a Book About Jet Turners?

Even though this is a book about the

experience of a fighter mechanic, I’m

about to spend time talking about my

transition from ground pounder to

aviator. This transition made me a

more rounded aviation professional

and will communicate many things

about being a mechanic that I might

have overlooked if I hadn’t become a

flight engineer.

Realizing a Long-Term Goal

My training as an American aviator

continued in January at Little Rock

AFB in Arkansas, where the C-130

Flight Engineer Course was offered. I

had already learned the science of

land and water survival, escape and

evasion, POW resistance, and aircraft

performance. Now I would learn my

duties in the C-130 cockpit. Dials,

gauges, all kinds of buttons, and fast

decisions—I would be the man.

In flight engineer training, you

advance from room to room in a

building dedicated to aircrew train-

ing. Within each room is an expert

who relays the nuts and bolts neces-

sary to join the aviation fraternity.

Some of these experts had better

material to work with than others.

Some were simply better instructors

than others.

Take the performance instruc-

tor, for example. Our BFE instructors

could quote performance in their

sleep. So when we progressed to C-

130 flight engineer training, my

classmates and I were expecting

someone of similar caliber. But our

C-130 FE performance instructor

didn’t have the ability to maintain the

class’ attention. He also didn’t take

us on a “tour” of the C-130 perform-

ance book. Such a tour would have

highlighted what information would

prove most useful and what was just

taking up space.

Fortunately, that would be the

only portion of the course that disap-

pointed me. My classmates and I

pressed on. The next stage of training

was the partial-task trainer (PTT). The

PTT was a mock-up of a flight deck. It

had switches that moved and failure

lights that had to be illuminated at

the right time by our PTT instructor,

Mr. Shinn. He impressed me. He was

from the country—West Virginia, I

think. Mr. Shinn had retired after

serving many years as a C-130 flight

engineer and was now a civilian flight
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Airborne Transition 179

instructor. He didn’t mess around.

When he asked you a question, either

you were on the bull’s-eye or you

were off. Almost didn’t cut it.

He was also skeptical about

pilots. After one or two of his “There I

was” stories, I got the impression that

dealing with the judgment and egos of

pilots would be a challenging respon-

sibility. After highlighting a page out

of the service manual that described

propeller malfunctions, Mr. Shinn

shared the following story:

His crew had just finished the

engine run-up checklist. This check-

list was a test designed to make sure

the engines were in good shape prior

to entering the runway for takeoff.

Mr. Shinn mentioned that he wasn’t

satisfied with the propellers’ perform-

ance during the run-up. But the

aircraft commander (AC) announced

that in his judgment, the concern

could wait until they returned from

their mission. After it was clear that

the AC was going to fly the plane de-

spite his objections, Mr. Shinn calmly

disconnected his oxygen mask, put

his helmet back in his helmet bag,

gathered up his checklists, and dis-

connected his headset. He walked

down the crew stairs and was just

about to open the crew door to dis-

embark, when the loadmaster ran up

and said, “Okay, engineer, the pilot

said that he’ll take it back to park-

ing!”

Mr. Shinn summarized by say-

ing that had the pilot not done that,

he had every intention of getting off

the aircraft. He obviously had balls—

big balls. This was my first exposure

to the dynamics of assertiveness in

the cockpit. It was another important

element of the aviation perspective I

was building.

Let the Video Games Begin

We then progressed to the building

that contained the flight simulators.

They made the PTTs we just gradu-

ated from seem primitive. The cockpit

procedures trainers (CPTs) were set

up identically to a C-130 cockpit. The

gauges and flight controls in the CPT

fed back to computers that made the

simulation closer to reality. Being a

flight engineer was a heavy responsi-

bility. It wasn’t a position that all

candidates could successfully fill. I

later realized that like most training,

the C-130 flight engineer course also

served as a screening/indoctrination

process.

The last phase of simulator

training was the WST or weapon-

systems trainer. The WST surpassed

the CPT experience by adding motion

and visuals. Motion was a computer-

ized hydraulic system that created

sensations of aircraft motion for the

students within the simulated flight

deck. Visuals were computer-

generated scenes that were coordi-

nated with both the motion and the

aircraft’s instruments. The flight

simulator combines all of these to

make flying without leaving the

ground as realistic as possible.

There was another important

difference. In the WST, we were

paired up with pilot students for the

first time. Prior to this, the other

flight engineer students and I would

take turns pretending we were copi-

lots and aircraft commanders. We

discovered that real pilots, despite the

fact that they were students like us,

had a different perspective that we’d

need to grow accustomed to.

The simulations reached the

stage where they no longer felt like
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Index

474th Tactical Fighter Wing

impact on Nellis

operational tempo, 205

initial impressions, 30

organizational description, 56

accessory-drive gearbox (ADG)

composite drive shafts and, 60

afterburner

F-16 takeoff roll main-gear

squat and, 169

F-16 rudder trim and, 55

F-106 afterburner lightoff, 110

F-111 airshow boom and, 31

maintenance engine run training

and, 165

"the sound of freedom" and, 63

aircraft ground equipment (AGE)

AGE tractor driver, 69

"-60" use during launch, 26

Air Force recruiting, 11–13

altitude

C-130 assault landing flare and,

191

C-130 tactical operation and,

182, 201

cockpit radio discipline and, 195

ejection seat operation and, 54,

105n

European F-16 crash and, 106

field elevation at Nellis and, 198

low altitude ejection, 104, 140

Nellis flight pattern, 30

Red Flag and, 201

ate-up (patriotic), 14n, 21, 77

black box

component boards and, 45

F-16 air conditioning and, 58

swapping for diagnosis, 88

bleed air

C-130 flight safety and, 185

emergency power unit and, 63

bleed air (continued)

F-16 independence of, 58

pneumatic air-turbine starters

and, 26

bomb

B-52 bomber and, 19

"bombing" with cargo, 184

damage assessment (BDA), 59

EOR and, 61

fighter aerodynamic drag

and, 40

perception change of family

member and, 10–11

jammer (defined), 62

landing with, 109

nuclear, 49, 98

boundary-layer control (BLC), 27

BUC (backup control)

European crash and, 105

failure to restart flamed out

engine and, 105–106

fuel control failure and, 65

See also fuel control.

bugs

cleaning canopy of, 78

maintenance bugs, 65

bullet

A-10 titanium bathtub and, 53n

pregnability of fighter

cockpits, 53

sound heard when bullets

penetrate airlifter cockpits,

201

burn out

as a result of TCTOs, 101

maintenance mistake and, 166

motivation to choose QA

assignment and, 115

on crew chief routine, 84

surge exercises and, 97

burn, fuel, 59, 97
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C-130

early perceptions of, 16

flight-engineer training, 177–185

quality assurance, 116

cannon

A-10, 104

See also machine gun.

canopy

cleaning, 35, 58, 62, 78, 82

cut to free pilot from F-16

wreckage, 108

F-16 canopy, details of, 58, 80

pilot's and crew chief's names

painted on, 56, 93

"safe" position for hands during

taxi, 42

T-38 training, 127, 150

center of gravity (cg)

dynamics of C-130 cg during a

LAPES airdrop, 197

fuel balance, F-16, 59

relationship to center of pressure

in F-16 performance stability,

59

checklist

before starting engines, aircrew,

80

combat "modifications" of, 187–

188

engine bay inspections, 114

engine run, maintenance, 97,

166

engine run-up, C-130, 179

post-flight, aircrew, 39

preflight, aircrew, 62, 122, 133

preflight, flight engineer, 182–

184

maintenance inspections, gen-

eral overview of, 110–113

navigator, after-takeoff, 185

thruflight, maintenance, 35–36,

71

Childers, Capt. Sonny, 161

photos of, 118, 148, 161

chocks

fighter post-flight recovery tire

inspections and, 111–112

as flight-safety threshold, 147

inability to restrain runaway

fighter, 165n

launching fighters and, 27–28,

115

teamwork during refueling and,

69

use as a "special tool," 61

civilian

attire while off duty, 90

day of separation, 204

perception of fighter pilots, 43

perception of military, 202

social adaptation after service,

20

clean (aerodynamically), 40, 169

club

Airmen's, 20

civilian, 13

USO, 17

cocked

for launch, F-16, 62, 73,

98, 129, 154

emergency power unit (EPU), 64

perception of B-52 alert status,

19

cockpit

broken from airframe as a result

of landing incident, 103, 108

C-141 tour, 172

C-130 assault landing, visual

picture from, 190–191

general description of, 53, 59

pilots' panorama from, 41

preflight preparation of, 37, 154

psychological transition from

ground to flight, 168

view of Nellis from C-130 flight

deck, 197–198

college

aspirations of peers, 38

degree major of WSO "friend,"

29
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college (continued)

enhancement of AF enlistment

application by, 11

officer's perception of my goal to

complete, 194

options available after H.S.

graduation, 9

resentment felt by some career

NCOs, 92

transition from airman to

freshman, 204–205

combat turns

description, 71

early thoughts of, 8

commander

aircraft commander airworthi-

ness last word

on preflight, 111, 179

as flight leader, 192

on deviation from flight-

manual directives, 195

commander's vehicle (white top),

21, 83

DCM discretion

regarding airworthiness

standards, 50, 117

regarding appropriate

discipline, 165

emphasis on sortie generation,

81–82

O'Malley, General Jerry, incident

(T-39) landing gear movement

for evaluation, 173

rush to incident scenes, 103

VC's maintenance orientation

briefing, 31, 60

commander/leader, Thunderbirds

empathy, 44, 159

Latham, Lt. Col. Jim, 127, 159

outlook on flying a desk, 46

photos of (then Capt.), 118,

122, 155

Lowry, Major Norman

first meeting, 121

fatal incident cause, 136

commander/leader (continued)

Smith, Lt. Col. D.L.

photos of, 118, 122, 148

death of, 120

composite

horizontal stabilizer, 52

accessory-drive gearbox

driveshaft, 60

computer

ejection seat controls, F-16, 54

flight controls

built-in test (BIT), 80

fly by wire description,

59–60

reliance on backup power,

63

systems integration with,

57

flight loads recording, 59

flight simulator, C-130, 179

fuel management, 59, 97

Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance

Training (CAMT), 32

crash

air demonstration squadron

flight-safety attitude,

134–135

fighter, ramifications, 49

fighter mystique generation and,

102, 135

ground impact scarring, 67

observations of, personal

103-107

propensity, fighters, 102

Thunderbird diamond crash,

4 fatalities, January 18,

1982, 123, 127, 136–140,

141–144

Thunderbird flight leader

incident, 1 fatality,

September 8, 1981,

120, 140

Thunderbird soloist crash,

1 fatality, May 9, 1981,

140
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Thunderbird T-38 gear up land-

ing training incident, no

fatalities, ~ January–May,

1982?, 141

See also incident

crash-recovery, 103

Creech, General W. L., 137, 142

crew chief

first day on the line, 7–8

school

calculating assigned

aircraft, 22

CAMT, 32

George AFB, CA, Task

Oriented Training

(TOT), 24–29

Sheppard AFB, TX, 17–22

stand-by period, 19

work performance and

promotion, 83–84

cutback, 83, 86

Daniels, SSgt. William (AF re-

cruiter), 11–13

deadly force

use by pilots, 43, 44

use by security police, 108

democracy

taking risks to preserve, 43

Diamond

F-105 last-flight ceremony, 25

Thunderbird mishap, 1982, 123

diversity, 91–92

dorm vandalism, 89

drag chutes, 35, 44–45, 68, 198

Dreamland, 102

ego

career and, 207

commander/leader and, 162

crew chiefs, maintenance engine

run and, 97

FE cockpit and, 195

FE training and, 177, 179

maturity, imperfect teams and,

188

ego (continued)

"patched" Thunderbirds and,

157

pilots and, 39–46

Thunderbird initiation and, 156

ejection seat

cockpit tour and, 54

ease of maintenance and, 58, 66

ejection sequenced release of

seat belts (SMDC), 65

general description, 54–55, 197

incidents and, 104, 120, 140

preflight preparation and, 62

repacking seat parachutes, 45

risk and, 102

safety pins and, 58, 28i

strapping pilot in, 26, 35, 28i

emergency power unit (EPU) (F-16)

hydrazine

description, 63–64

incident where EPU

functioned as designed,

106

initial impressions, 57

safety pin, 81n, 112

maintenance of, 58, 130

end of runway. See EOR

energy

drag chute and, 44–45

hydrazine fuel selection, 64

kinetic conversion, 45, 51

management, 70, 195

maneuvering, 202, 200

engine(s)

bay

F-4, 66

F-16, 58, 66

F-111, 18

QA and, 114

failure to restart, loss of aircraft

incident, 106

hand-signal for shutdown, 72

justification for declaring IFE,

64, 103

running after hanging fuel tanks,

97
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engine(s) (continued)

spool down, 72

start, 80

EOR

general description, 63, 108–

110, 167

Europe

Coronet Wrangler deployment

exercise, 105, 124

flight experience in, 193–195

rotation to, as a unit (41 TAS),

193

ETIC, 7

exhaust

F-4

odor, 25

aft fuselage titanium

shielding, 55

hazardous soot and, 55

F-16

lack of odor, 66

JFS startup flame, 80

Slot aircraft (Thunderbird)

carbon on tail, 145

cleaning, demonstration T-38

tail cone, 150

F-4

battery change, 58

drag-chute installation proce-

dure, 35

early perceptions of, 15

ease of maintenance contrast

with F-16, 52+

egress system safety

pins, number of, 58

engine bay, 66

FCFs, 114

intake(s) inspection, 112

LOX converter capacity, 94

machine gun, 86

Nellis, 30

no-chute landings, 44

personal relation ship with WSO,

29

recovery, 39, 111–112

F-4 (continued)

refueling, 69–71

F-16

airworthiness decisions compari-

son, F-16 vs. C-130, 184

ambitions towards, 12

Colonel Horner's (474TFW

CC) perception of, 47

commander/leader (USAF ADS)

opinion of transition, 160

contrast with 1967 Plymouth

GTX, 169

crash of visiting aircraft, 104

troublesome F-1 fuel cells, 100

family perception of, 10

general description, 52–66

gray "lizard" loan from 474th to

Thunderbirds, 131, 148

incentive ride, 169–172

launching, 79

leading-edge flap seals frustra-

tion, 101

LOX converter capacity, 46, 94

machine gun, 59, 62, 86, 108

ex-F-16 mechanic/current F-16

pilot conference, 196–197

recovering, 81, 111–112

stall, pilot's perception of F-16,

170

Thunderbird transition from

T-38 to F-16, 144–145, 149–

151

F-111, 18, 31, 38, 77

FCF (functional check flight), 105,

114

FE. See Flight engineer

Ferris State University (FSU), 203

Fighter Pilot Personal Characteris-

tics, 39–47

Fire

crash truck response to IFE

declarations, 103

fire and heat detectors, 66

guard during refueling, 70, 114

JP-4, 104, 106

first-termer, 86–87, 92
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flight engineer

career search, 172–173

outlining the career, 204

farewells at separation, 203

training, 175–185, 204

flight line

general description, 66–103

first exposure to, 7

self-guided tours

George AFB, 24

Nellis AFB, 30

Sheppard AFB, 18–19

flight-line expediter, 7

Flying a desk, 37, 46

FOD (foreign object damage)

bird ingestion and, 107

engine operation and, 80, 166

general description, 74

intake inspection and, 113

foreign policy

early perceptions of C-130 and,

16

fighter as instrument of, 43–44,

206

foreign affairs stock market,

202–203

transport travels and, 194

forms

maintenance writeups and, 76,

165

fuel control

failure, 65, 105–106

See also BUC (backup control)

fuel dumping, 18, 112

fuel leak

small talk with Colonel Horner

and, 79

simple fixes and, 88

IFEs and, 103

fuel tank

F-4 refueling shutoff valves, 70

F-16

centerline tank installation

dolly, home made, 61

fuel tank (continued)

F-1 tank maintenance bug, 100

externals, defueling, 88

using "jammer" to install, 96

fully-, partially-, and not-mission

capable, 7

g-force

improperly adjusted gear

up-lock, 32

F-16 side-stick controller posi-

tioning and, 59

fighter pilot ego and, 41

George AFB

arrival for training, 24

glorified gas-station attendant, 36

ground roll

drag chutes and, 44

landing ground roll incident,

107–108

Halon, 65

hangar queen, 75–76

hard broke, 75

High Flyer recognition program, 77

Horner, Chuck, 32, 33n, 47, 79

hot-pit refuel, 71, 73

human-relations

crew chief/fighter pilot coopera-

tion and, 36, 44, 82, 121–

122, 124

flight engineer and, 185, 195

hustle, 33

hydrazine

toxic effects of, 57

and EPU system, 63

incident investigation

corrective action based upon

cause, 108, 131–132, 142n,

212

description, 136–141, 209–212

tool control and, 74, 132

perceptions of airshow

attendees, 122–123
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incident investigation (continued)

regulations, most current AF,

209–211

safety briefing" after A-10 crash,

105

types, defined

accident investigation, 136

safety investigation, 209

See also crash

inertial-navigation system (INS)

alignment during launch, 26–

28, 67

C-141 use of, 172

in-flight emergency (IFE), 103

inspection

borescopes and, 113

combat turn, 73

discretion, risk, and "go"

authority, 46, 110–111, 179

engine bay, 66, 114

QVI, 84

EOR and, 108, 169

flight engineer preflight, 183

FODDED engine, 107

hot brakes (EOR), 109

intake, 112

pilot, 62, 122

QA and, 116–117

intake

bunny suit and, 113n

inspection, 34, 112–113

plug, 166

thruflight inspection and, 35

volcanic eruption and, 23

waxing, 113

jacking

code 3 discrepancies and, 75

general description, 69

momentary gear unlocked

indications and, 32

jet turner

development, 83

outlook on job, 61

opinion on sorties, 81

book title origin, 82

jet turner (continued)

transition to flyer, 178

See also Crew Chief

jet-fuel starter (JFS)

definition, 80n

JP-4

fire, 104

manifold dump during shut-

down, 112

refueling, 69

uniform stains and, 101

JP-5

use as means to purge fuel

tanks, 100

Lackland Air Force Base, 14

landing

bombs and, 109

F-16 incidents, 104, 107

force descriptions, 50

ground roll, 44

landing gear

downlocks, 112

feel over taxiway undulations,

171

squatting response to after-

burner forces, 169

launch

F-4, 26–28

F-16, 79–81, 168–169

QA observation, 115

dawn, 37

during surge exercises,

97

general description, 62

launch day description, 62,

78, 92, 93

night, 98

Space Shuttle Challenger, 111

Thunderbirds

T-38, 121–122, 132–133

F-16, 146–148

lemon, 78

life support, 126, 168
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liquid oxygen (LOX)

general description, 94–95

lonely

facing adversity alone , 77

airmen, 20

early days in the Air Force, 29

machine gun

F-16 flight control computer

and, 59

safety locks and, 62, 108

See also cannon.

maintenance-job control (Maxi), 7

marijuana, 11

max-power switch, 46

milking jobs, 33

mishap

flight safety and, 102

See also incident

mistake

inevitability, 43, 102, 122

fatigue and, 166

checklists and, 183

mobility, 97

Nellis AFB

initial impressions, 30

Newton, CMSgt. Dan

background, 38

outlook on FOD, 74

efforts to emulate, 119–120

off-duty classes

career airmen's perception of,

31, 87, 92

choosing work shift to accomo-

date, 37, 87, 93

ordnance, 10n

See also bomb and machine gun

patriot

saluting "white tops", 21, 83

altruism, 39

dimensions of character, 42

soldier/fighter pilot patriotism

contrast, 43

pencil whipping, 34

performance

design requirements, 49, 53, 59

JP-4 consumption and, 70

Thunderbird T-38, relative, 160

flight-engineer, calculation, 178,

193

flight-envelope test aircraft

retired for training use, 21

pride

fighter pilot, 41

crew chief, 83, 102

enlisted aircrew, 87

mechanic in training, 19

professors (RPI), 10

public displays of affection (PDA),

14

quality assurance (QA)

general description,

113–117

nabbed by surveillance, 165

radar

package, 49

radome, 52

RHAW, 75, 201

chaff, 109

recovery

celebration, 81

combat turn, 71

EOR tasks, 109

nose wheel on the spot, 68

wait interval, 81

recruiters, 11–14

Red Flag

exercise 86-2, January 1986,

197–202

red ball, 74–75

refuel

F-16

tank vent, 58

required switches, 58

automated features for

air refueling, 59

general description, 69–71
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refuel

F-16 (continued)

hot-pit, 73

defueling, 88

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

(RPI) pre-Air Force studies, 10–

13

revetments, 8

safety

ejection seat, features, 54, 58

engine installation, 66

flight safety

description, 102

meeting, 105

FOD, and, 74

hydrazine, 57

LOX, 94

pilot's perception of crew

chief and, 39, 40

wheel repair, 51

wire, safety

copper, 47

steel, 108

See also IFE, and crash recovery

science

quenching knowledge thirst, 60

preferred college majors

recruited by USAF, 188

secret

Area 51 operations, rumors

of, 102

cockpit displays, 53

Thunderbird enlisted patching

ceremony, 125, 149

Thunderbird boot shine process,

156

selfish

with time when filling leadership

role, 86, 89

with promotion test information,

87

male resistance to female equal

rights, 91

reasons for pursuing QA posi-

tion, 115

sheet metal," 52

Sheppard AFB, 17

shifts, work

description, 91, 95

side stick (F-16)

wing commander perception, 47

technical description, 59–60

situational awareness

fuel state and, 70

C-130 flight leader and, 192

Thunderbird flight leader and,

136

Thunderbird soloist and, 140

incentive ride and, 171

flight training and, 183

smoke oil (air show)

keeping it off Team aircraft, 146

smoke trail (F-4), 66

spare aircraft, 74–75, 79, 144

Stinger Letout maneuver, 130

Thunderbirds

detailed description and

information, 119–162

family

Thunderbird assignment,

impact on, 120, 134,

157–158

visibility

definition, 126

tires

F-111, 18

description, 50

TIT (turbine inlet temperature)

during F-4 starts, 27

during C-130 rolling touch

and goes, 186

toning out a jet, 51

weapons-systems operator (WSO),

29

weather, 185, 194–195

women in the Air Force

AFEES representative, 12

basic" PDA management, 14

basic military training

instructor, 14, 92
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women in the Air Force (continued)

professional nurturing of

females by male leaders,

91–92

social partner pool, 90

Thunderbird, 126

yaw

counteracting afterburner yaw,

55

F-16 machine gun yaw, 59
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